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  inside and out additions 

From new garages, decks and outdoor kitchens to 
extended living areas, extra bedrooms and complete 

second floors, there are dozens of ways you can 
maximize your property’s potential – and boost its 

value – through an addition. Sarah Megginson reports 

Adding vAlue    
with Additions 

L andlords and homeowners alike have 
long sought to improve the use and 
aesthetics of their properties through 

renovations. 
Carrying out a home extension or addition, 

however, takes that commitment to the 
next level: the project timeline is longer, the 
resources involved much more complex, and 
the funds required can reach six figures. For 
the inexperienced renovator, this can create 
plenty of opportunities for costly mistakes.

But that doesn’t mean you should be 
dissuaded from taking on your own addition 
project. As professional renovator Todd Senft 
explains, “the returns can be very rewarding – 
if the project is planned out well.”  

“An addition to your home can be a very 
good way to add value, depending on what 
your home may be lacking. To clarify the 
word ‘value’, I imagine the word to mean 
not only resale value, but also the existing 
homeowner’s enjoyment of the added space,” 

says Senft, president of ReVision Home 
Custom Renovations Inc. in Vancouver.

“Working with a real estate agent who 
knows your neighbourhood is always a good 
idea, as they can tell you where the best area 
would be to add space to your home.” 

For instance, they may be able to tell you 
that many of your neighbours’ homes have 
four bedrooms, and that four-bedders are 
most frequently sought-out by the families 
that populate the suburb. 
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“If your home only has three bedrooms 
then adding a master bedroom and ensuite 
may be the best value addition you can add 
to your home. You have to keep in mind 
what types of buyers and renters live in your 
neighbourhood. Are they young couples 
looking to raise a family, people getting into 
a ‘step-up home’ or are they investors? That 
information will have an impact on your 
decision,” he says.

The agent may also be able to tell you about 
recent sales of four-bedroom homes, which 
would give you an indication of how much 
you should spend to stay within the price 
parameters of your neighbourhood.

This was the case for a condo project 
Senft oversaw in 2011, in the centre of 
Vancouver, near Granville and 12th Avenue. 
Neighbouring high-end condos were selling 
for upward of $700,000, so when Senft’s 
client was able to secure a run-down condo 
for $480,000, he knew they were onto a 
winner.

“The client invested $150,000 into their 
home with a full renovation, right down to 
the framing,” Senft says.

“After the reno was complete, their 
real estate agent came over and indicated 
that they could put the condo back on the 
market for $725,000–$750,000. That was a 
rough profit of $95,000–$120,000, less the 
usual expenses that transpire when selling 
a property. It just shows you what you can 
achieve with a well-planned renovation in the 
right neighbourhood.”  

Why not just upgrade?
Whether you feel like you need more space 
at home to cope with the needs of your 
growing family, or you’re looking for ways 
to maximize the returns on your investment 
property, there is an easy way to avoid taking 
on a huge renovation and extension project: 
just upgrade.

From a financial perspective, you could sell 
your current property and take the proceeds 
of the sale, plus the cash you’ve earmarked to 
cover the costs of your addition, and use it to 
fund the purchase of a bigger, more expensive 
home. But as designer and renovator Paul 
Denys from Denys Builds Designs explains, 
there’s more to consider than simply purchase 
and sales prices.

Denys estimates that the cost of moving 
for an average home equates to roughly 10 
per cent of a property’s purchase price, once 

you consider all of the costs involved in 
buying and selling.

“The average house price in Ottowa is 
around $340,000, and if the cost of moving 
is about 10 per cent of that value, you’re 
spending $34,000 – and you don’t recover  
any of that (i.e. the cost of moving),” he says. 

“As an alternative, you could spend that  
10 per cent on your property and make it 
more enjoyable to use and live in. With 
$34,000 to spend, it would roughly cover the 
cost of a medium to higher end bathroom, an 
ensuite bath or a small kitchen.” 

Where do you start?
If you’re keen to proceed with an addition to 
your home, you first need to carefully define 
what you want to accomplish with your 
project, says Maribel Pelka, president and 
owner of Avant-Garde Properties.

“It may even be worth spending the 
money to have a basic blueprint of your idea 
created,” she says.

Denys, a licenced carpenter who has 
been in the industry for over 22 years, has 
overseen his fair share of addition projects 
over the years, and he has come up with one 
simple question to help you define your needs: 
“What is your commitment to the property?”

“I’m told that in Europe, commitment to 
property is about five generations as family 
homes get passed down. Here, it is about 
seven to 10 years, and that is going to put a 
bearing on what you do and how you do it,” 
he explains.

In other words, you need to consider your 

future plans before you get started. If you’re 
upgrading your dream home, which you plan 
to live in for the next 20 years, then investing 
in a high quality addition would increase your 
home’s value, both financially and in terms of 
your enjoyment. 

Alternatively, if you’re likely to move in 
the next few years, or you’re adding a room 
to your investment property in an effort to 
boost your returns, you need to focus on the 
numbers to ensure your proposed addition 
makes financial sense (see chart below).

Upgraded kitchens and additional 
bathrooms are usually the best place to 
add value, Denys adds, even though they 
are often the most expensive projects to 
execute, “because of materials involved, 
including tiles, fixtures and appliances that 
drive costs up.” 

“But, they are something we touch and use 
every day,” he says, “and they enhance our 
daily enjoyment.” 

Average 2011 home sale price in Ottowa, Ontario* $343,284

Land transfer tax (landtransfertaxcalculator.ca) $3,625 

Real estate commissions and fees (5–6%) $17,165–$20,600

Survey $600–$1,000

Legal fees and disbursements $1,000–$1,500

Appraisal $250–$275

Home inspection  $350–$450

CMHC insurance premium, if using less than 20% deposit $6,980 (assume 10 per cent deposit) 

Removalists $2,200–$3,500

TOTAL –  approximately 10% of the cost of the home $32,170–$37,930

Source: Paul Denys, www.denys.ca          * Figure obtained from Ottawa Real Estate Board MLS Residential Sales

The cost of moving 
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step ❶ 
Assemble your dream team
You can only be as successful as the people 
you surround yourself with, or so billionaire 
property mogul Donald Trump once said. 
Thus, it’s by creating a team of strong people 
who have your best interests in mind that you 
will be able to minimize stress and maximize 
your results with your project.

As well as an experienced mortgage broker 
– assuming you need finance to fund your 
project – there are plenty of other professionals 
you may work with, including realtors, 
contractors, appraisers, builders and lawyers.

“Also, if you are making significant 
structural changes, it could be worthwhile 
involving a structural engineer very early on, 
to be able to assess your project,” says Pelka.

“If you’re a beginner, it may be a good 
idea to hire a contractor to oversee the whole 
project on your behalf. Ask them what is 
involved in the project you have in mind and 
get their feedback; it will bring you a world 
of education and you will be surprised at the 
range of answers, prices and ideas you will 
get from them.”

When seeking to add these professionals to 
your team, be sure to ask trusted friends and 
colleagues for referrals. It’s also advisable to 
obtain at least three quotes before making a 
decision.

If you choose to oversee the whole project 
by yourself instead of hiring a project 
manager, be prepared to invest plenty of time 
in liaising with suppliers and managing your 
subcontractors. 

“Be very close to your workers to make sure 
they are doing what you expect,” Pelka says. 
“By being close to the project you will also 
learn from your team.”

step ➋ 
Ensure your plans comply 
Whatever it is that you want to construct, 
from an outdoor deck to a second storey on 
your property, you need to make sure that it 
will not infringe on the relevant setbacks that 
apply to your block of land. 

“Every city has a set of bylaws that outlines 
how close a property can be to the lot line,” 
Denys explains.

“If your project goes over this setback, 
you will go into a variance process with the 
local building and development, to request a 
variation to the bylaws. You’ll need to erect 
a sign and everyone within 200 metres gets 
to voice their concerns, so it becomes about a 
three-month process.”

The bureaucratic red tape doesn’t end there: 
if you are located close to any waterways, 
there could be a conservation authority 
approval required before you alter your home. 

“If it’s built on flood plain, you can’t build 
within a certain range,” Denys says.

“Another thing is that if your property is 
old it might be in a heritage district, which 
will require planning approval from the 
heritage department. There could also be an 
easement on your property, meaning someone 
– such as hydro or waterways – has a right of 
way. Your plans will need to demonstrate that 
your proposal doesn’t impact on their access.”

Finally, you will need to research the types 
of permits involved for your specific project, 
as well of its feasibility. 

“For example, some cities don’t allow 
the addition of a basement suite, even if 
technically it is possible to do it in the 
property,” Pelka adds.

“Some additions are easier than others, 
such as if you have a solid house to build on 
top of, and you have some experience doing 
major renovations. For your first project, I 
suggest you consult a professional … or if you 
want to learn more about ‘do-it-yourself-type’ 
additions, I would suggest you start small 
by building a garage. Garages, where you 
can create space, offer an excellent return on 
investment.” 

step ➌  
Crunch the correct numbers
The range of costs for an addition project 
vary widely, according to Pelka. “They can 
be as low as $10,000 for a garage, through 
to $500,000 or more to add a second storey 
to a house,” she says. This is why a good 
planning period before starting a project is 
so critical. 

“You need to be very careful with 

step-by-step guide 
to property additions
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additions, as they normally are more expensive and complicated than 
they seem at the beginning,” Pelka says.

When formulating your budget, be sure to inflate your projected 
figures by 10 per cent to deal with unexpected budget increases. 
Then, add a further 10 per cent to your overall project to account 
for contingencies. This is the amount you need to set aside, whether 
obtained through a loan or from your savings, to cover your project.

If you’re purchasing a property with plans to instantly upgrade it to 
add value, be sure to take the information, facts and figures provided 
to you by real estate agents as just a starting point, adds Terica 
Kindred, CEO of OutEstate Investments – or you could wind up in a 
world of fiscal pain.

“Many property buyers make the mistake of calculating equity and 
translating that into a monthly cash flow, which can make the deal 
seem better than reality,” she says.

Instead, it’s important to get a grasp of all of the individual costs 
involved in purchasing and owning the property, which means 
making a few phone calls to ensure that the numbers you’re working 
with are actually correct.

“You need to estimate property taxes and due dates, based on 
county-driven facts and figures, so I suggest you call the local 
municipal government and check what amounts will apply, as your 
scenario may differ from the previous owner,” Kindred says.

“For example, if the property you’re going to be buying is a 
foreclosure and the person living in it was a senior citizen, they may 
have a homestead exemption whereby the local county allows a tax 
reduction. However, as an investor, you are going to be required to 
pay top dollar for your property taxes.”

step ➍ 
Construction begins
By this stage, your dream team of suppliers and contractors is in place, 
with quotes in writing and availabilities confirmed. You’ve arranged 
finance or have enough savings to cover the cost of the addition – plus 
contingencies – and you’ve sought out all required permits and applied 
for relevant approvals from the local building and development 
department. 

“You’ll then go into the design process, which means finalizing 

Case study  
StylE And SubStAnCE

When Todd Senft’s clients purchased their Vancouver home 
in 1996, they knew it had loads of potential. Boasting a huge 
backyard and two levels of living space, the property was 
perfectly sized to meet the needs of their growing family.

But while size and space was never an issue, design and 
useability definitely was. 

“We completed a full interior renovation and rear addition 
– what a change it has made to this home,” Senft says. 

“The entire upper floor was fully gutted. However, during 
the renovations there were minor issues in the basement 
that we fixed and dealt with. It has been transformed into a 
perfect area where their young family can relax, entertain 
and enjoy the view.”

The clients paid $250,000 for the home 16 years ago, and 
invested around $400,000 into the renovation and addition, 
bringing their total investment to roughly $650,000. The 
property is now worth roughly $850,000–$875,000. 

“It would be fair to say that not only the market, but 
also the renovations, brought significant return to their 
investment,” Senft says.

The addition and renovation not only created beautiful 
new living spaces inside and a bold new back deck 
and entertaining area outside, but it also achieved an 
environmental coup. The process of ‘diverting’ involves 
directing garbage away from landfills or incinerators, 
through reuse and recycling.

“We achieved an 85.1 per cent diversion rate and this 
project is a Finalist in the Greater Vancouver Home Builders’ 
Association’s Ovation Awards in the Sustainability category,” 
Senft says.

Location Vancouver

Original purchase price $250,000

Renovations and upgrades $400,000

Total outlay $650,000

Current value $850,000

Total gross profit $200,000

The proof is in the figures
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layout and working out how you’re going to 
do what you want to do,” Denys explains.

“A lot of times people think the plan is 
perfect, but it needs to be flexible, as you 
often need to be able to make new decisions 
at the last minute.” 

Depending on the complexity and 
awkwardness of your project, it can take 
anything from three months to a year to 
complete your addition, which can be “very 
problematic with a tenant in place,” Denys 
adds. If it’s your investment property that you 
plan to upgrade, it makes sense to include a 
vacancy period with no rental income in your 
budget, as the best time to complete your 
renovation is in between tenants.

You also need to be prepared for 
unexpected repairs and expenses, which is 
where that financial buffer comes into play. 
“It can be more problematic than you think, 
if you suddenly have to upgrade the electrical 
system or hot water heating tank,” he says.

But, once your project is complete, you can 
sit back and reap the rewards – financially or 
otherwise.

“Adding square footage to your house 
is always a good return on investment, 
although obviously, the returns on offer 
depend on the type of project. For example, 
adding an extra bedroom to a two-bedroom 
house is sure to have a good return on 
investment,” Pelka says.

“The return will depend also on the area 
where the house is located and on the type 
of house, whether it’s an entry-level house 
or high-end property. We’ve seen some 
projects where there has not been a return 
on the additions done, but the ‘sellability’ 
of the house has been dramatically 
increased.”

What is the tax impact of your 
project?
Unfortunately, you’ll have to wear the 
cost of your upgrade without the benefit 
of any tax concessions. As with all capital 
improvements, including large-scale 
renovations and additions, the actual costs of 
construction involved in your project are not 
tax deductible. 

However, you need to be aware of 
the current and future tax and financial 
implications that you assume when 
undertaking a large-scale addition project – 
because some of these may not impact you for 
many years to come.

Goods & Services (GST)/Harmonized Sales Tax (HST) Rates

Location Before July 1, 2010 On or after July 1, 2010 

Ontario GST at 5% HST at 13%

British Columbia GST at 5% HST at 12%

Nova Scotia HST at 13% HST at 15% 

New Brunswick HST at 13% HST at 13% 

Newfoundland and Labrador HST at 13%  HST at 13% 

Territories and other provinces in Canada GST at 5% GST at 5%

Source: Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)

“There is a tax risk that applies to 
investors who add extensions onto homes, 
or build second floors onto bungalows,” 
explains realtor Nick Boothby from Real 
Estate Homeward Brokerage in Toronto, 
Ontario.

“This is because substantial renovations like 
this may attract not only the Land Transfer 
Taxes, which the buyer must pay on the total 
purchase price – currently in Ontario, this is 
4 per cent, less a ‘magic formula’ of $7,800 for 
all properties priced over $400,000 – but also 
the 13 per cent HST on the value of all the 
upgrades.”

The Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) 
states that GST/HST applies at different 
rates throughout the nation, depending  
on which province you’re in. It can be as 
low as 5 per cent in some areas but reaches 
as high as 15 per cent in others (see box 
“Goods and Services Rates”).

According to the CRA, “housing 
that has been substantially renovated is 
generally given the same treatment under 

the GST/HST as newly constructed 
housing.” In general, the CRA do not 
consider renovations or improvements 
such as replacing a kitchen to be classed 
as a substantial renovation. In this case, 
you are only required to pay the GST/
HST on the materials and services used in 
the renovation, but when you later sell the 
house it is exempt from GST/HST.

However, a major addition – say, one 
that includes the construction of a second 
floor on the property – may be subject to 
the HST/GST from the buyer’s perspective 
when you sell. 

“With a new home, the buyer expects 
to pay the HST as an extra cost. But with 
a resale home, the buyer expects it to be 
included within the purchase price. This 
means the homeowner’s cost to renovate 
must include the non-recoverable HST,” 
Boothby adds.

“Therefore, the HST inevitably eats into 
the profits of both investors and owners who 
renovate or build extensions now, but decide 
to sell later.” 

There may be some tax rebates available 
to owner-occupiers, so it’s vital that you 
fully research the tax implications of your 
project upfront. You could be eligible 
for the New Housing Rebate, but strict 
guidelines apply.

“Homeowners who hire someone to 
substantially renovate their house, convert it 
from non-residential to residential use, or add 
a major addition to their house may qualify 
for a rebate of part of the GST or HST 
they pay on labour and materials,” the CRA 
confirms.

“Also, a provincial new housing rebate may 
be available to an individual for some of the 
provincial part of the HST the individual 
paid to buy, build or substantially renovate 
their primary place of residence that is located 
in Ontario or BC.” 

You’ll wear the cost 
of your upgrade 
without any tax 
concessions. The 

costs of your 
project are not tax 

deductible


